**The Night of Memory**
by Linda LeGarde Grover

“Grover creates a tapestry of history and imagination, a weaving of perspectives beautiful and wise, a collection of truths that anchors and honors the experiences of Indigenous women.”

—Kao Kalia Yang, author of *The Song Poet: A Memoir of My Father*

**Of Fathers and Fire**
by Steven Wingate

“Deeply felt, subtly innovative, utterly compelling. . . . An excellent novel by a talented novelist who deserves—and with this book I feel certain will find—a wide audience.”

—Robert Olen Butler, author of the Pulitzer Prize–winning *A Good Scent from a Strange Mountain*

**The Line Tender**
by Kate Allen

“Smart, heartbreaking, and beautifully written, this is the kind of book that will be swimming in the back of your brain months after you read it.”

—Lillian Tschudi-Campbell
The Red Balloon, St. Paul, MN

**When You Are Brave**
by Pat Zietlow Miller
 illustrated by Eliza Wheeler

“Dazzling. A sweet lesson on how to glow from the inside out.”

—Kirkus Reviews